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Colin Powell
206K Tweets

#DoOO

#SometimesIWishYou
6,320 Tweets

#githubuniverse
2,592 Tweets

#nextchat

#backstorylive

#AskACurator
30.5K Tweets

BGPmon.net @bgpmon · 4d
Replay and details of the AS203959 hijack published on @bgpstream bgpstream.com/event/54711

briankrebs @briankrebs
Alleged co-owners of attack-for-hire site vDOS arrested in Israel. CEO of a victim company admits to BGP hijacking krebsonsecurity.com/2016/09/allege...

In reply to interNAT

Dyn Research @DynResearch · 4d
@theipv6guy @briankrebs @backconnectinc AS203959 passed it on to AS3223. From there it went to many ASNs. Tier1s include 1299 & 6762.

In reply to briankrebs

Andree Toonk @atoonk · 4d
@briankrebs hi brian. is AS203959 linked to vdos? happy to dig deeper.
DM me (i created bgpstream / bgpmon)

Tony del Fierro @1111Tony · 4d
RT briankrebs "Sorta looks like vDOS was BGP hijacked twitter.com/search?f=tweets&vertical=default&q=AS203959%20&src=typd"
#Loudoun2021
#GunVote
42.2K Tweets

#ONA16
1,026 Tweets

Sorta looks like vDOS was BGP hijacked
twitter.com/search?f=tweet…

BGP,HJ,hijacked prefix AS201133 82.118.233.0/24, VERDINA,-,By AS203959
BACKCONNECT-AS, bgpstream.com/event/54711

SSH attacked from 104.192.0.21 (AS203959 US, United States)

SSH attacked from 104.192.0.22 (AS203959 US, United States)

SSH attacked from 104.192.0.22 (AS203959 US, United States)

BGP,HJ,hijacked prefix AS26615 191.86.129.0/24, Tim Celular S.A.,-,
By AS203959 BackConnect Security, bgpstream.com/event/39362

BGP,HJ,hijacked prefix AS262254 154.16.177.0/24, BackConnect Security,-,
By AS57724 DDOS-GUARD LTD, bgpstream.com/event/34443

BGP,HJ,hijacked prefix AS262254 154.16.177.0/24, BackConnect Security,-,
By AS203959, bgpstream.com/event/34442
VFEmail.net @VFEmail · 12 Nov 2015
We’re staying! Thanks to Tucker Preston @optucker at as203959.net for help mitigating future attacks.
BGP, HJ, hijacked prefix AS203959 85.203.16.0/24, BackConnect Security LLC, By AS8455 Schuberg Philis B.V., bgpstream.com/event/3177